
OBD Log and OBD MATRIX
ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS

FOR MULTI-BRAND GARAGES



To satisfy today’s demanding car owners, you must be able to offer a rapid, efficient and professional service. 
You also have to be reassuring in your approach if you want to ensure their fidelity.

TEXA has developed two highly innovative solutions destined to create a whole new market segment, and to guarantee 
satisfied customers.
We are talking, of course about OBD Log and OBD MATRIX. These brand new solutions are both designed to identify 
those annoyingly intermittent faults that occur so frequently in the electronic systems of modern cars – the sort of fault 
that disappears as soon as the car is brought in for a check, only to re-appear as soon as it is driven out again.

OBD LOG AND OBD MATRIX: VEHICLES ALWAYS UNDER 
CONTROL, CUSTOMERS ALWAYS SATISFIED

Both products are made to fulfil various vehicle repair requirements. The simpler 
and lower priced OBD Log provides mechanics with a valid tool for diagnosing 
faults in the engine control system, which are identified by standard EOBD pro-
tocol error messages.

The more sophisticated OBD MATRIX is not restricted to engine control errors, 
but provides data analysis and recording for all on-board electronic systems. 
This powerful new diagnostic instrument can identify and resolve even sporadic 
or intermittent faults logged in any ECU. 
 

To view demos showing TEXA instruments in operation, go to www.texa.com/demo
All TEXA products

are guaranteed
for 24 months

OBD Log has been joined by its big brother, OBD MATRIX. On top of EOBD protocol errors, the OBD MATRIX identifies 
errors from all on-board electronic systems. 
These two new tools embody the latest TEXA technology, and incorporate all the know-how that TEXA has accumulated 
in almost 20 years of producing advanced multi-brand diagnostic tools.
The OBD range products benefit from the same enormous database of makes and models that TEXA has developed for 
its conventional tools, and also use TEXA’s proprietary IDC4 software.

When it was presented at the 2009 Equip Auto Exhibition in Paris, 
OBD Log won the “International  Grand Prix Award for Automotive

 Innovation” in the “Garage Equipment  Section”.

OBD Matrix won on its debut the 2010 “Automechanika Innovation 
Award” in the Repair/Diagnostic category.



This innovative little device plugs directly into the vehicle’s own dia-
gnostic socket and records all the functioning parameters and errors 
defined by EOBD protocol.

But that’s not the real news!
What is truly revolutionary about the OBD Log is the fact that you can sim-
ply install it in your customer’s car and leave it there. The OBD Log will conti-
nue to record all relevant data while your customer drives around normally.
All mechanics know that some faults only occur under specific conditions. 

OBD LOG IS THE NEW TEXA TOOL THAT REVOLUTIONISES 
YOUR APPROACH TO REPAIRS

Typical examples include power loss only in a cer-
tain rev range, or warning lights and sensors that flag 
faults under particular conditions. 
These faults are almost impossible to trace in the 
garage. The OBD Log records all such errors on an 
internal chip so that you can view them quickly and 
easily on your PC.

Its small size and the fact that it is totally automatic in functioning mean that you can install the OBD Log on all types 
of vehicle (Euro2 or later for petrol engines and Euro4 or later for diesels), and simply leave it in place to record engine 
parameters for days or even a week at a time. The OBD Log features a cyclical memory that writes the latest data over 
the oldest if no error is detected. 
At the end of the monitoring period, you can download recorded data for viewing on your PC using the OBD Log Sof-
tware Suite with its simple and intuitive graphic interface.
This intelligent software suite lets you view recorded parameters for actual trips, giving precise information on the ac-
tual time that the fault occurred. 
Depending on whether an error is detected or not, either a red or a green icon appears alongside the trip description. 
If the icon is red in colour, the software immediately displays further details so that you can analyse the parameters 
involved. 

The OBD Log offers a whole new approach to cu-
stomer relations. 
Car owners are sure to appreciate the experti-
se and professionalism of a mechanic using an 
advanced diagnostic instrument like the OBD 
Log. The installation of an OBD Log will help your 
customer feel that their vehicle is in qualified han-
ds. They are highly unlikely to have seen such a de-
vice used before and will certainly be impressed 
by its advanced technology and effectiveness. 
When you install an OBD Log in your customers’ 
cars, they’ll feel satisfied that they’re not simply 
being sent home empty handed. The OBD Log 
also promotes customer fidelity by ensuring that 
they call back to have their test data analysed.



SOFTWARE OBD LOG SW SUITE

1. The main screen of OBD Log Software 
Suite lets you access the functions for using 
and configuring the device and updating 
the software. 

2. Once installed on your PC, you can upda-
te the software at any time. A special utility 
automatically checks on the availability of a 
more recent version and notifies you if your 
software is out of date.

3. Before you install the OBD Log in a vehi-
cle to monitor its functioning parameters, 
you need to configure it for the vehicle in 
question. (If you do not configure the in-
strument it simply uses its default configu-
ration.)

7. In this example, the OBD Log has detec-
ted a logged error and has recorded the va-
lues of all other parameters in relation to it. 
You can select one or more parameters for 
comparison with the error trace. 8. The OBD Log Software Suite lets you ge-

nerate a printable report for delivery to the 
customer or to keep as documentation for 
the next time you have to repair that parti-
cular vehicle.

9. You can also print out a journey report li-
sting the trips made while the OBD Log was 
installed, and showing any errors or malfun-
ctions detected.

4. The OBD Log Software Suite maintains a 
database of all previous tests. This means 
that you can build a “history” of the vehicle 
you are working on. The data recorded by 
the OBD Log can be archived under a de-
scription of the vehicle and the date of te-
sting.

5. Once you have monitored a vehicle and 
downloaded the recorded data from the 
OBD Log to your PC, you can check the list 
of errors for the various trips, recorded un-
der the date and time of occurrence.

6. You can also observe the parameters re-
corded by the OBD Log displayed in wha-
tever graphs are available for the configu-
ration. The above screen shows that no 
errors have occurred during the monitoring 
interval.  



The OBD MATRIX incorporates all the know-how 
acquired in almost 20 years of multi-brand dia-
gnostics and benefits from the enormous data-
base of makes and models developed for TEXA’s 
conventional tools. Thanks to its powerful minia-
turised electronic board, the OBD MATRIX reads 
standard EOBD parameters and can diagnose all 
the electronic systems on all makes and mo-
dels covered by IDC4 software. 

The OBD MATRIX therefore offers the same fea-
tures as a conventional diagnostic tool, covering 
61 makes and over 1000 different models. The 
switching matrix that lets you dialogue auto-
matically with all the pins in an OBD socket is 

a fundamental feature and means that the OBD MATRIX resembles one of the NAVIGATOR interfaces that mechanics all 
over the world have come to rely on.  The only thing the OBD MATRIX cannot do is activate systems and change settings, 
since it works in “read only” mode. The big difference between the OBD MATRIX and a conventional diagnostic tool is 
that the OBD MATRIX can remain plugged into the vehicle’s OBD socket to record parameters while the owner is dri-
ving around on their normal daily routine.

It is practically impossible to recreate the set of conditions in which this sort of fault occurs using a conventional dia-
gnostic tool in the repair shop.
Under such circumstances, as a mechanic, you would normally have only two options: 

1. Admit that you cannot repair the fault, leaving your customer dissati-
sfied with your service; 
2. Drive the car around with a diagnostic tool or a portable PC connec-
ted to it and try to test it in motion. Even if you do this, however, there is 
no guarantee that the fault will actually re-occur in the short time you are 
behind the wheel. 

The OBD MATRIX is by far the most efficient and practical solution. It pro-
vides effective help under circumstances of this type. It records eight dif-
ferent parameters every second and records errors for a period of 90 
hours. The OBD MATRIX is therefore the ideal tool for the mechanic who 
wants to offer a complete and professional service.

The OBD MATRIX is virtually indispensable for monitoring parameters like air mass flow (to test the flow meter), 
fuel pressure (to see if it exceeds or fails to reach certain tolerances), turbo pressure (to check for turbocharging 
faults), and pressure drop at the DPF particulate filter. In fact, it is extremely useful in all cases that require pa-
rameters to be read at specific engine loads, road speed to be monitored for sensor checks or yaw and accele-
ration data to be recorded. 
(Acceleration is obviously zero if the car is stationary). Another special case is when you need to verify the fun-
ctioning of the turbocharger speed sensor or gearshift sensor during diagnosis of an automatic gear change 
system. Or the air conditioning pressure sensors if refrigerant pressure only increases on the road or under load.

OBD MATRIX: NOTHING WILL EVER BE THE SAME AGAIN!



CONFIGURATION

The OBD MATRIX comes with a standard Windows PC connection cradle that serves for configuration and data tran-
sfer operations. Simply configure the OBD MATRIX to monitor the make, model and specific electrical system under 
observation and plug it into the vehicle’s OBD socket. 
While the OBD Log does not require configuration, it is indispensable for the OBD MATRIX to monitor individual electro-
nic control units using the right communication protocol.

The procedure only takes two minutes. First select the electronic system you want to monitor, then plug the OBD MA-
TRIX into the vehicle’s OBD socket and wait a few seconds for the device to recognise the ECU. Then return the OBD 
MATRIX to its cradle and select which parameters you want to monitor from the list displayed on the screen of the IDC4 
software.  Finally, plug the OBD MATRIX back into the vehicle’s OBD socket and hand the vehicle back to the customer. 
When the customer returns to you, download the data recorded by the OBD MATRIX on to your PC to identify the fault. 

Most conventional diagnostic tools let you identify faults, carry out maintenance and 
change settings. The OBD MATRIX extends this range of tasks by displaying errors and 
performing complete analyses under conditions in which other tools cannot operate.



OBD MATRIX IDC4 SOFTWARE 

1. When you launch the OBD MATRIX pro-
gram from the IDC4 screen, the program 
starts a guided procedure to help you con-
figure the OBD MATRIX. Simply follow this 
procedure one step at a time.

2. The cradle that comes with the OBD 
MATRIX lets you configure the device and 
transfer data to any standard Windows PC 
via a USB cable. Data transfer is completely 
automatic and does not require any opera-
tor intervention.

3. The guided procedure explains what do 
next. Before the OBD MATRIX can start mo-
nitoring parameters, it needs to recognise 
the make and model of the vehicle in which 
it is installed.

7. You can select specific trips to view their 
errors and see what parameters are invol-
ved. Thanks to the vast database that co-
mes with IDC4 software, your OBD MATRIX 
behaves exactly like a normal diagnostic 
tool.

8. The screen above shows that no ECU er-
rors have been recorded for the selected 
trip. You can view all the recorded para-
meters for a trip even if no error has been 
detected.

9. The trip analysis screen displays easy-to-
read graphs linking the various recorded 
parameters so that you can compare values 
for precise moments during the trip.

4. Once you have connected the OBD MA-
TRIX to the vehicle and the model has been 
recognised, the software presents an in-
teractive list of all the parameters you can 
monitor. Choose what electronic system 
and what values you want to monitor.

5. Once the OBD MATRIX has been properly 
configured, plug it into the OBD socket in 
the vehicle. Your customer can now carry 
on with their normal routine without any 
restrictions, and simply return to you at the 
end of the agreed monitoring period. 

6. When the customer comes back in, sim-
ply plug the OBD MATRIX into its cradle 
and download the data. Red or green icons 
identify the presence or absence of errors 
on each trip, in chronological order.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

OBD Log
Vehicle interface: OBD socket 
EOBD compatibility: complete electrical and mechanical 
compatibility with EOBD standard
EOBD protocols supported: all protocols according to 
J1850-41.6, J1850-10.4, ISO9141-2 K/L, CAN (Control Area 
Network ISO 11898)
Power supply: OBD socket for 12 V vehicles, USB socket for 
PC 
Current draw with engine running: < 100 mA typical
Current draw with engine off: < 1 mA typical
Processor: ARM 32-bit Cortex-M3
Internal memory: 2048 KB
Sampling resolution: 1 second
Recording time: 90 hours with 8 parameters monitored at a 
5 second sampling rate.
Autonomy of backup battery: minimum 18 months wi-
thout power; over 20 years under normal operating condi-
tions
User interface: multi-functional blue status LED 
Operating temperature: -40°C / +85°C 
Dimensions: 23 x 45.5 x 28.2 mm
Weight: 19,5 g. 
PC interface: USB 2.0 cable
Software: OBD Log SW Suite
Compatible operating systems: Windows Vista, Windows 
XP SP2, Windows Server 2000 SP4
Recorded parameters: all parameters handled by EOBD 
protocol, including speed, engine speed, coolant tempera-
ture, engine load, air mass flow rate, air temperature, inlet 
manifold air pressure, fuel pressure, battery voltage
Errors detected: all errors handled by EOBD protocol, appro-
ximately 2,500
Trip data recorded: vehicle ID number, trip number, trip 
start time, trip end time 

OBD MATRIX
Vehicle interface: OBD socket 
EOBD compatibility: complete electrical and mechanical 
compatibility with EOBD standard
EOBD protocols supported: all protocols according to 
J1850-41.6, J1850-10.4, ISO9141-2 K/L, CAN (Control Area 
Network ISO 11898)
Power supply: OBD socket for 12 V vehicles, USB socket for 
PC 
Current draw with engine running: < 200 mA typical
Current draw with engine off: < 1 mA 
Processor: ARM 32-bit Cortex-M3
Internal memory: 32 MB
Sampling resolution: 1 second
Recording time: 90 hours with 8 parameters monitored at a 
1 second sampling rate.
Autonomy of backup battery: minimum 18 months wi-
thout power; over 20 years under normal operating condi-
tions
User interface: multi-functional bicolor status LED 
Operating temperature: -40°C / +85°C
Dimensions: 23 x 45.5 x 28.2 mm
Weight: 21,5 g. 
PC interface: Cradle with USB 2.0
Software: IDC4
Compatible operating systems: Windows 7 32-64 Bit, 
Windows Vista, Windows XP SP2, Windows Server 2000 SP4
Coverage: all systems which are diagnosable via IDC4* Sof-
tware
(NB: some systems “Safety related” may not be available)

* Please visit our website to check the coverage: 
   www.texa.com/applicationlist
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WARNING
The trademarks and logos of vehicle manufacturers in this brochure have been used exclusively for information purposes and are used to clarify the compatibility of TEXA products with 
the models of vehicles identified by the trademarks and logos.Because TEXA products and software are subject to continuous developments and updates, upon reading this brochure 
they may not be able to carry out the diagnosis of all the models and electronic systems of each vehicle manufacturer mentioned within the brochure. References to the makes, models 
and electronic systems within this brochure must therefore be considered purely indicative and TEXA recommends to always check the list of the “Systems that can be diagnosed” of 
the product and/or software at TEXA authorized retailers before any purchase. The images and the vehicle outlines within the brochure have been included for the sole purpose 
of making it easier to identify the vehicle category (car, truck, motorbike, etc.) for which the TEXA product and/or software is intended. The data, descriptions and illustrations 
may change compared to those described in this brochure. TEXA S.p.A. reserves the right to make changes to its products without prior notice.


